


• NIST 6-year effort to select new P-QC algorithms for standardization
• SIKE, one of the 4 finalists, was broken right after announcement –

using a PC (no quantum required!) “It is perhaps a bit 
concerning that this is the 
second example in the past 
six months of a scheme 
that made it to the 3rd 
round of the NIST review 
process before being 
completely broken using a 
classical algorithm. (The 
earlier example was 
Rainbow.) Three of the four 
PQC schemes rely on 
relatively new assumptions 
whose exact difficulty is 
not well understood, so 
what the latest attack 
indicates is that we perhaps 
still need to be 
cautious/conservative with 
the standardization process 
going forward.” – Jonathan 
Katz, IEEE, UMd

I asked Jao, the SIKE co-inventor, why the weakness had come to light only now, in a relatively later stage of its development. His answer was insightful:

“It's true that the attack uses mathematics which was published in the 1990s and 2000s. In a 

sense, the attack doesn't require new mathematics; it could have been noticed at any time. 

In general there is a lot of deep mathematics which has been published in the mathematical 

literature but which is not well understood by cryptographers. I lump myself into the category 

of those many researchers who work in cryptography but do not understand as much 

mathematics as we really should. 

So sometimes all it takes is someone who recognizes the 

applicability of existing theoretical math to these new cryptosystems.”

https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2022/08/sike-once-a-post-quantum-encryption-contender-is-koed-in-nist-smackdown/
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2022/08/sike-once-a-post-quantum-encryption-contender-is-koed-in-nist-smackdown/


“All it actually takes is someone who recognizes that any and every 
cryptosystem that is computationally bound will forever be broken by any 

computing capability.” – Paul McGough, Qwyit CTO

There’s only one type of cryptography 
that meets the not-computationally-

bound singular, correct and only criteria 
for Post-Computing success: 

Perfect Secrecy



Communication 
Theory of Secrecy Systems

https://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~rist/642-spring-2014/shannon-secrecy.pdf








see the video here

https://www.qwyit.com/
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